
COURTESY OF JENNIFER ALLEN	 ...a little blog told me

inspiration is keyStyle Yourself

Clip, Snip 
and Rip!

- Magazine Fashion Photos

- Fabric Swatches

- Vintage Lace & Rickrack

- Ribbon Ends

- Buttons, Bits & Bobs

- Favorite Jewelry

- Personal Pictures

- Cards & Stationery

- Pattern & Print Samples

- Fun Illustrations

- Decorator Color Palettes

- Old Hardware

- Landscape Photos

- Cherished Treasures

Discovering your personal style is easier than you think.    

Find things that make you smile & you’re on your way!   

Clip, snip and rip for color, shape, texture and feel.

Pin or tape your treasures to a bulletin board or mirror. 

Your personal “trendencies” will soon be revealed!     

Welcome to the 21st Century.

Create a Virtual Inspiration Board 

online. Free service is available at 

polyvore.com, pinterest.com and 

through bighugelabs.com’s 

Mosaic Maker.



COURTESY OF JENNIFER ALLEN	 ...a little blog told me

Check	 the	 Board

As your inspiration board 

fills, consider the 

collection.  Look at the 

colors.  You’ll find they 

represent a workable 

palette.  And, as most 

women are drawn to the 

colors that best suit 

them, you should be able 

to wear them all.

Now examine the 

patterns and prints you 

selected.  They will 

either trend to classic 

designs (herringbones, 

houndstooth, plaids, 

calicos) or something 

more “of the moment.”

Lines and garment types 

from your magazine 

fashion picks and jewelry 

samples will further 

indicate your style 

preference -- revealing 

whether you go for the 

glam, play it cool, seek 

out the chic, get all girlie 

or prefer a more casual 

feel.  And some women 

will discover they like to 

mix it all up.

Check	 the	 Closet

As you gain insight into 

your personal style, 

begin sorting and editing 

your closet.  Look for the 

colors, patterns, prints 

and lines reflected on 

your inspiration board.  

Try everything on.  Keep 

the items that fit well -- 

and that compliment 

your “trendencies.”  Sort 

by type (jackets, blouses, 

skirts, etc).  Toss the rest.

Check	 the	 Stores

Now that you’ve 

organized your closet, 

you can see exactly what 

you have -- and exactly 

what you’re missing.  

Make a list of the pieces 

you need; and consult 

your inspiration board 

for style, fabric and detail 

ideas.  Then shop it!

inspiration 
translationyour faves


